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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from First Book:
Numbers For boys and girls who know the numbers from one to
ten thoroughly, there is here about a year and a half s work.
When should boys and girls begin to study numbers in books? As
soon as books can help them forward to the mastery of
numbers. This time comes as soon as children can read. How
should boys and girls study numbers? The interrelations of
number-facts and of number-principles are such as to make
progress very slow and very difficult through their intricate
maze. Is there any Ariadne s thread to follow through the
labyrinth of numbers? Is number ratio or counting? Is it
comparison, or magnitude, or multitude? Is it a logic of thought,
which can be analyzed after the topical style, - addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, rule of three, and so forth, -
of which we may complete one part before beginning the next?
This book is neither topical nor spiral in plan. Its substance is
neither ratio nor counting. Its purpose is to conform numbers in
their...
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This pdf is really gripping and intriguing. it was actually writtern very completely and beneficial. You wont really feel
monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you request me).
-- Ms. Gr a cie Nicola s-- Ms. Gr a cie Nicola s

A very awesome ebook with perfect and lucid information. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 %
of your pdf. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book i have study inside my very own lifestyle and
can be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Noa h B r uen-- Noa h B r uen
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